
DRAWING/IMAGINGMATERIALS:

ALAIYO BRADSHAW

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT: 

sketchbook
newsprint pad

graphite stick and pencils
ebony pencil

charcoal sticks and pencils
chamois and erasers

GESTURE - Gesture gives life to your work. 
Standing lets you put body English into your work. 
It lets you step back for an overview of what you are 
doing. 

1. Free handwriting.  Make quick “feeling” strokes in 
response to the model. Properties to consider: quick, 
sketchy, assertive, sweeping, connected, impulsive and 
loose. Pencil is held loosely and hand is away from 
the point. Elbow and shoulder are brought into play. 
Draw the figure standing, focus on edges, movement, 
and the figure-ground relationship.

2. Capture the essence of the figure in the quickest 
and most economical way. A scribble of lines focusing 
on what the subject is doing. Focus on the spine as a 
guide.

3. Opposite hand gesture drawing. Use the opposite 
side of the brain and unused motor skills to achieve 
less controlled results.

4. Skeletal gesture drawing. The figure in nine lines 
capturing the “armature” of the figure. Focus on the 
basic structure.

5. Group pose of class group- two or more members 
of the class pose together while the rest draw. Draw 
overall, see the group as a single unit. Look for the 
lines that tie the group together. Don’t draw one 
figure at a time. Look for the overall, unity. This 
should force you outside of the center of the page. 
Use different pressures and line weights.

6. Draw from the model. Create 30 poses in 30 
minutes. No matter how tired you get, make an 
effort not to rest or to lose your concentrations.  
Afterwards, look over your group of drawings. Note 
your favorite ones. More than one minute will make 
you focus on too much detail. sidetrack you.

7. Model holds a pose for 30 seconds- Don’t draw 
during the pose. Instead, try to remember the pose 
through empathy. When the model breaks the pose, 
quickly draw what you remember. 

1.Create six gesture drawings.  
2.Draw three connected line drawings, three two minute 
drawings, without lifting the pencil.



ALAIYO BRADSHAW

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT: 

 HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT: 

DRAWING/IMAGING
TWO MINUTE WARM UPS - Do some quick 
drawings in one continual line. Record the angles and 
curves. Be spontaneous. Not an outline. Roam in and 
out. Never lift the pencil.

 BLIND CONTOUR- (20 minutes) is often done as 
a connected line, spontaneous, roam in a out of the 
subject. This drawing you will do without ever once 
looking at the paper. In blind contour drawing, you 
look only at the model or object you are drawing. 
This is tactile, pretend you are touching the edges of 
the subjects forms.

1. Get comfortable. Use a fairly sharp pencil, HB to
2B, touch the point to the page. Now pretend that
you are touching on some point of the contour-the
edge of the subject. It does not matter where you
start. Now, begin moving the pencil along the model’s
contour, never look at the drawing, Look only at the
subject. Always, think about touching the edges of
the form.
Move very, very slowly and patiently along the con-
tours of the subject, missing nothing.
Record even the slightest changes. Spend several
minutes with the countour of the knee and the elbow.
Go slowly.

CONTOUR-  With this you develop hand eye 
coordination. You are describing the edges of the 
form.

2. Finish the class with this technique. Apply it to one
or more drawings.

Five minute burn

Blind countour drawings

Contour drawing

-Due this Wednesday

-TO DO:-Review course blog
(Log onto Canvas to find Course Blog)
-BRING IN: Same materials used on the first day, pens, 
charcoal and this handout.
-SEND ME: An example of one piece of 2D work from last 
semester or right before coming to Parsons. The work can be a 
photograph, digital design, drawing or painting. 




